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Author’s Note 

 
I have finally arrived. Here and now, I can’t seem to grasp how magical it 
feels to experience the realization of this dream. To have accomplished the 
impossible while eager to conquer the unimaginable, I will linger here for as 
long as it takes, to share with you, how I went from having a dream to living 
it. 
 
I wasn’t able to define my purpose prior to beginning my journey. I didn’t 
have a magic wand that made every dream I envisioned transform itself into 
my reality. What I did was simple, normal and of human capacity; until a day 
arrived in which I succeeded.  
 
On this path towards discovery, I have found the purpose for which I longed 
to receive. I can now satisfy this ever ending thirst slightly, arising from a 
thought into a tangible item, from desperate failure to valued wisdom gained 
along the way. One single action I can no longer control must occur now, as 
if tomorrow will never come.  
 
Today, I choose to share all I was afraid to recognize yesterday. Today, I 
choose to unleash all that no longer belongs within me; I choose to feel what 
I must now so that the right door will present itself, whether to me or to you. 
 
Throughout our time together, my heart pounds with passion, while 
displaying multiple signs of pain and pleasure. Being with you is a special 
moment to me, as it is a dream unfolding into reality.  To you, inspired by 
success, please consider this a true gift; one I can’t compare to anything I 
have ever experienced once before. The truth is staring right back at us; our 
dreams are unfolding right before our eyes, transforming themselves into life.  
 
Are you ready to live the life you have always wished for? 
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There is a known correlation between the mind, body, soul and spirit. With 
mind comes the ability to create; with body comes the gift to implement such 
imaginable creation into reality; and with soul comes the willingness to take 
action towards realizing each wish made upon by our spirit. Ultimately, we 
can’t help but to dream on forward each day we have the opportunity to live. 
The question is: Will your dream be nothing but a dream? 
 
By learning to combine the power of passion with the power of action, this 
book will not only show you the path to reveal your deepest desires; it will 
guide you towards conquering your purpose in life, whatever it may be. Even 
if you don’t know yet what your purpose in life truly is, this book will guide 
you so that your purpose finds you! 
 
In most cases, in order for you to have the life you envision today, your 
financial freedom is first on the priority list. It was for me too, until I had it. 
Little did I know, there was so much to learn in between wanting and having; 
doing and being. 
 
The most desired luxury in our society today is to be financially free. In order 
to reach financial freedom and catapult your income, your business must 
continue to grow; with or without you. What is your plan to fulfill the needs 
of your business without your presence?  
 
A business, without “you” being “the” business, only comes to those who 
master the laws of leverage and leadership. You are in the right place, at the 
right time; the path to mastery begins now. 
 
Many entrepreneurs today mistaken the fine distinction between working in 
your business as working on your business. Unfortunately, such belief is far 
from the truth. The longer you take towards defining the difference between 
them, the more you will suffer as a victim of your own doing. Mastering the 
laws of leverage, buying much needed time to spend working on your 
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business, will truly define your speed to the top when hiking up the success 
ladder.  
 
Once you have leveraged your mind, thoughts and habits, you will see 
opportunities you had never noticed before; pursuing every dream your heart 
desires while progressing each day closer to what you want most out of your 
life.  
 
This is exactly why you are here. You have arrived at this very moment, 
ready to embrace this journey towards your financial freedom. This book was 
written to inspire you to believe you can do anything you put your mind to, 
as long as you believe you can.  
 
Upon comprehending the laws found herein, you will be enthused to see 
beyond any shadows before you; discovering only light in the road ahead. 
Just like magic, the impossible becomes I’m possible.  
 
Leverage Your DREAM Business you will not only teach you new ways to 
build, grow and expand your business; you will uncover many secrets to 
collect and enhance your best skills, all while revealing your very best self 
towards leveraging your financial freedom.  
 
You have found the door to unlock the answers you have been longing to 
receive. Are you going to open it?
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Chapter 1 – The Pain Factor 

 
"If	you	only	walk	on	sunny	days,	you'll	never	reach	your	destination"	

	
	 																																																																							Paulo	Coelho	
 
 
It’s warm outside and with every breath I inhale, a sense of relief is launched 

through me. Deep down, I feel my insides burning up. From time to time you 

face those moments in your life that remind you of what essence you are 

really made of. This was one of them.  

 

I had just arrived on Cape Cod, MA from Belo Horizonte, Brazil. Everything 

was new to me. The air was cold, the language a true secret and the cars 

passing us by seemed like spaceships only seen in the movies.  

 

As we drove into Yarmouth on my way to a new found life, I remember 

thinking how everything seemed so uniform. I really couldn’t tell the houses 

apart from one another. I was in a daze looking at all the new kinds of trees, 

landscapes, pathways and peoples sense of style. I was only 16 years old. I 

had just been offered the opportunity of a lifetime, and I took it. 

 

The drive into our new house was quite pleasant; the roads were surrounded 

by golf courses and merchant shops. I realized, while being driven to my 
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destination, that there were no holes in them. It was the smoothest ride I had 

ever had in a car before. I also noticed something I hadn’t seen quite yet: 

there were no kids at the stop lights selling gum to help feed the family and 

no adults begging for money on the corners of every street downtown. For a 

single moment, I felt as if there was no “downtown” here; or at least I hadn’t 

been driven by it yet.  

 

Unexplainably feeling a sense of the peace that came along with being here, 

I reflected upon my thoughts while our driver kept on passing by towns I had 

never visited. I couldn’t help but to feel a sense of freedom releasing its dose 

of independence within me. Like blood pumping through my heart one 

hundred beats per minute, I felt a rush of limitless potential going right 

through me. It was then that I knew, I was just about to begin tapping into the 

power of discovering who I was to become. I had just arrived in the land 

where all of your dreams come true and the future was mine to create.  

 

Arriving at our home located on Out of Bounds Drive, I stepped into new soil 

as if I had already conquered the land. Like a child exploring the world with 

a new pair of fresh eyes, I was reborn.  

 

The very first day of my arrival I went to the library. I was so excited to be 

surrounded by books written with words I could not understand. Back in 
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Brazil, I had to jump through hoops to land a book in English. Here, it was all 

I had access to.  

 

Everything around me had changed, all in just one day. The day before 

yesterday I was just another student in my own country, surrounded by my 

old friends. Like the blink of an eye, it had all happened so fast.  There I was, 

a new kid on the block that didn’t understand a word anyone said, 

surrounded by the unknown.  

 

It didn’t matter how many books I had read in English; there was no measure 

of ability in me to keep up with how fast the words came out, when anyone 

spoke loud enough for me to hear. All I could manage to handle for now was 

to learn the basics; my address and phone number in case I got lost. While 

taking one step at a time towards fulfilling my dream, it was my mission to 

explore the power of being me while surrounded by opportunity. 

 

Attending high school, when the language used to teach is spoken in words 

you cannot comprehend, is a trip you will never forget. I would love to be 

able to travel in time; bringing myself back to those days. I can only imagine 

how many embarrassing moments I could watch over again; every single 

scenario I put myself through complete awkwardness, without having any 

knowledge of it. To this very day, I cannot possibly know what may have 
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been agreed to, neglected or denied without my knowledge. In reality, I 

knew I was most likely embarrassing myself daily, but I could either have fun 

with it and fail towards success; or let the fear of all that was unknown, stop 

me from achieving what I had come to conquer.  

 

After leaving school on a yellow bus, I reminisced on the American movies I 

had watched growing up. It was really something; being driven by a Yellow 

Bus from school all the way home. It was then that I realized the power a 

vision can bring, empowering what you envision to become an attainable 

experience.  

 

The weekend was soon approaching. With school beginning in two weeks, 

my mom had planned to spend time together exploring our new 

surroundings. While cooking breakfast that morning, my mother’s husband 

Bob seemed quite enthusiastic; he raved about an upcoming Yard Sale we 

would be visiting on Saturday morning. I would have an allowance of $20 to 

spend, all to myself. My thought was: What can twenty dollars really buy?  

 

I had never been to yard sale before. I remember looking up the word yard 

and thinking, how can they sell the yard? Can the land and the house really 

be parted in such a way that only the yard is listed for sale? And if so, why 

would Bob want to buy a yard? Why the heck would he give me twenty 
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dollars? I was lost.  

 

That very day is the day I learned a valuable lesson; not everything is so 

black and white. If I were to learn English, I would first need to spend less 

time translating and more time understanding. Asking the right question will 

sure lead me to the right answer. 

 

From that day on, I offered gratitude to whoever tried communicating with 

me at all. Each time anyone spoke directly to me, it presented an opportunity 

to put to practice the English language. For the first few months, my accent 

was too thick to communicate at all; I could barely speak a word anyone 

would comprehend. For all the times I had to fail to learn what was right, 

today I cherish the outcome brought to my life. By focusing on one single 

goal, to master this language I so beautifully comprehend today, I became 

who I am.  

 

I find that the beauty of life is found in the simple moments shared with love 

and happiness. It is also found in wondrous curiosity. If you can’t help but to 

always desire more no matter how much you have now, remember we seem 

to always get what we believe to deserve. I wanted to master English as a 

second language like no other had done once before. That desire drove me 

through anything and everything that stood in the way. 
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The power of communication was a key lesson presented in the early stages 

of my arrival. I was astounded as to how quickly you can pick up the energy 

surrounding you; how tonality can affect your perspective of what’s being 

discussed and how so much can still be transmitted without a single word. 

When present, I was able to understand a large portion of any given message; 

yet I could only speak and comprehend very little of the language being used 

to communicate. The words spoken by others were simply sound to my ears, 

yet I was able to leave with an understanding of what had just transpired 

within a given conversation. I couldn’t help but to wonder how this could be 

possible. My body language was everything I had in the beginning, but 

would others be able to “get” me in the same way I “got” them?  

 

Today, I am able to carry this knowledge into sales and leadership. It’s quite 

powerful to be able to know so much, when you think you know so little.  To 

enhance this statement, one of my most memorable high school memories I 

have is the day of 9/11/01. I had just started my very first semester as a Junior 

at Dennis Yarmouth Regional High School, located on Station Ave in South 

Yarmouth. I had been in the country for exactly six weeks when the 

bombings occurred. Erasing the Twin Towers of the World Trade Center from 

the map, along with the lives of so many loved ones which had no way out, 

the memories engraved in my brain that day will remain forever with me.  
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I remember the moment pass me by as fast as you can probably read the next 

word in this book. I had just began getting used to finding the right 

classrooms without getting lost, which had become quite a challenge for me. 

In Brazil, we sat in one single classroom, all day for the entire school year. 

One. The teachers are the ones who come to the students’ classroom. We 

were all assigned one chair and one table, all year long. Not speaking the 

English language wasn’t the only wall standing in my way; the culture in itself 

highlighted much of what I had no clue of.  

 

Sitting in my classroom, I heard my History teacher speak. Surrounding me, 

was immediate panic and fear displayed by every single person in the room. 

People began screaming, crying countless tears; overwhelm overpowering 

my confusion every clicking second. I sat in silence observing peoples’ 

desperation, not knowing what had just happened. What words could have 

been possibly spoken by the teacher to cause such pain so quickly? I shared 

in silence and prayer. I didn’t need to speak the language to feel the energy 

in the room and respect its power.  

 

Later that day, I arrived home and turned on the Brazilian channel. Watching 

the images flashing on my TV screen, it took me seconds to understand why 

sadness dominated the room so abruptly that morning. We had been 
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attacked.  

 

My feeling earlier of serene safety had just been compromised along with the 

entire nation. I was shocked. I arrived in a country just a few weeks prior and 

only saw hope, dreams and opportunity. Just six weeks later, I saw a country 

broken into pieces by the brutality of an outsider. In a way, an outsider just 

like me.  

 

I knew that unbearable pain had been caused at that very moment which we 

will never forget; yet I couldn’t begin to imagine how the pain must have felt 

to those left behind, who lost their loved ones that day. I mourned with a 

nation because I had just arrived with dreams of a safer life and I only saw 

opportunity to grow. Now, I felt unsafe. I was torn in pieces, just like them. 

So much had perished into thin air. Many had lost people they not only 

loved, they had lost part of themselves. And that, I could relate to.  

 

I knew coming here would bring forth unexpected challenges. I also knew 

with this new mark in history, the obstacles ahead may have just been 

understandably magnified. I did the only thing I could; I prayed every single 

day. Each day that passed us by only revealed signs of a beautiful nation, 

rebuilding what had been destroyed. My heart spoke louder and I couldn’t 

help but to witness the power of unity in communication. Everyone shared in 
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the loss, bringing each one closer together regardless of any differences that 

may have previously set them apart. We were one. I was so inspired to 

become a bigger part of this united land I wanted nothing more than to call 

home. For the next few months, I would become witness to what it looks like 

to be shattered while remaining unbroken. 

 

Day in and day out, time seemed to fly when all my focus was applied 

towards learning how to speak and understand English. There was never 

enough time to learn enough. I would practice, speak, hear, sing, read out 

loud and watch movies. I tried my best to learn without ever translating to 

Portuguese, utilizing my previous knowledge that English isn’t black and 

white.  

 

I was only 16. In a sense I had all the time in the world, yet the clock was 

ticking at a constant and steady pace.  

 

On a bright and cloudless day, the Cape is known to bring the wonders of the 

late summer breezes. This happens often in late August into early October, 

one of my favorite times of the year on Cape Cod. That day was like one of 

those perfect days. Cruising on my bicycle down the back roads, the birds 

were chirping while the wind caressed the trees; singing their nature song. 

My bike rode on its own, while I felt the wind carry me away. I was nothing 
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but grateful that everything seemed to be flowing in the right direction. 

 

Exploring with a curious mind was all I could think about. Every new day 

presented itself as a gift to discover something I hadn’t yet known. Isn’t it 

ironic that almost every time you know you are taking the right steps forward; 

you encounter a mountain bigger than you think you can climb? 

 

When I least expected it, my time had run out. Nearly a year had passed; so 

much had been gained on my part. I was making continuous progress 

towards building enough knowledge, gathering the courage I needed to 

attempt my very first school presentation in English. I knew I had to become 

confident in order to master the message I wanted to convey. I could feel the 

day approaching, as my goal would soon be accomplished.  

 

I was on the cusp of delivery when, like a wave, it all came rushing in then 

suddenly crashing down. My mother had just returned from her honeymoon 

in Hawaii with some surprising news. To me, it was nothing short of the end 

of the world as I knew it.  

 

 

I expected to have more time. I was flourishing in America, living the dream I 

envisioned, moving forward. The news to be revealed by my mother would 
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introduce a new plan. To her point of view, staying here was no longer an 

option. My mom had decided to move back to Brazil. My future was no 

longer in my hands. I felt helpless; having no say in my own life was like 

being given my dream car and then being told I couldn’t drive it. It seemed as 

if I was about to be sucked back into my old life. Or was I? 

 

It was fall on Cape Cod. As the leaves changed tones, from light orange to 

maroon red, we approached the stage in which my mother would relocate 

back to Brazil. I attempted to communicate, but it was so difficult to see her 

go; just as it was for her to watch me stay. The crisp air was just starting to 

show signs the winter was right around the corner; most leaves were now 

laying on the ground.  

 

For any of you that have visited the Cape for an extended period of time, you 

know there is no such thing as predictable weather. After being presented 

with the news my mother brought back from Hawaii, I related my own need 

of direction to the unpredictable air I would breathe; I knew it would come to 

me when I needed it the most, yet I had no idea in which form it would 

present itself.  

 

With nightfall approaching closer, the breeze begins to cool down the air; 

bringing hope to those in need of some fresh perspective on what is, even 
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though what is isn’t always what it seems. What is isn’t what you thought it 

was supposed to be either. The original plan was to come and live in 

America for two to three years. It had been only eleven months when the 

unpredictable air, brought along with it an unpredictable plan.  

 

In desperate need of some original rhythm in my life, there I was.  Reaching 

the point of confidence level needed to start dancing to my favorite song, all I 

could hear playing was the very end of it. Did I have a choice to rewind this 

song I so much longed for? Could I simply put it on replay? Nope. My choice 

was one and one only.  To find rhythm, I needed another station to tune into; 

if I were to have the courage to dance, I would first need to acquire the 

courage to move my feet in the right direction. 

 

As my mother began packing, everything seemed more real to me. While she 

kept on sharing her many reasons to have made such an abrupt change in 

our plans, attempting to convince me that this decision was best for all of us, 

I listened as far as I could control my ears to tune into her words. However 

slowly,  I faded away from the  

present moment into the past I tried to forget; my mind wandered off on its 

own without any spam of control on my part. My childhood years flashed 

through my eyes like a bad dream. Suddenly, I was reminded of all the 

reasons why I had come here. My past had hurt me in places I didn’t know I 
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had; returning without an exit plan was hardly a choice. But how could I 

possibly stay alone? 

 

Driven to take action in order to avoid inflicting pain at all costs, my wish 

was to get out of the mental prison I found myself in for many years. I had a 

life to live yet I wasn’t navigating it in my own terms. I grew up knowing 

what would become of me; the more I learned about my future, the less I 

wanted to have it. I needed a strong enough will to see beyond the words 

that had already been written on my behalf, in a book called my life. I felt the 

constant pressure that the puzzle pieces combining my future, had already 

been carefully put together; before I ever existed. In the eyes of my family, it 

was my only duty to perform to their expectations. My fate would constitute 

of walking on a paved road, picking up the missing pieces left behind by 

them, and never look back into the life that I may have been destined to live.  

 

Knowing my future would revolve around the same world I grew up in, was 

like being alive yet I was not living. In the life cycle we are given, everyone 

dies. That’s a certainty of life. But the question becomes: Does everybody 

truly live?  

 

To a free spirit like my own, it felt like it was time to live my life on my terms. 

It was time to take a stand, grow up and lead with my own footsteps; decide 
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for myself that no one but I would define my own destiny.  

 

I became obsessed with wanting more answers, yet finding the right 

questions to ask always presented a challenge for me. The time had come to 

face the mirror, acknowledging the pain factor staring right back into my soul 

through the mirror’s reflection. I knew deep down I would not like to hear the 

answers to these questions I had been avoiding; or worse, not have answers 

at all to take into account when deciding what’s next.  

 

I had been hiding in a tunnel my entire life. Every so often, in the moments of 

recent triumphs, I got a glance of a glowing “light”. In the beginning stages of 

noticing its presence, it hid faintly in the background; far from sight. 

Nonetheless it was there. I could feel its presence. As my hope grew to defy 

the odds of normalcy, so would the “light”. Proving to all including myself 

that I would write my own story, gave me more hope to in turn, feed that 

“light”. As I got closer to finding my focus, I found the “light” glowing 

stronger, vigorously; highlighting its potency with more and more intensity 

towards me. It’s almost as if the more power I gave it, the more it gave back 

to me. Asking me to have the audacity to look further just once more, it was 

my destiny to feel what it would be like to be who I wanted to be; to be on 

the other side of the shadows.  
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My soul kept calling upon me; in desperate need of confidence to overcome 

all of the doubtful thoughts I was about to encounter. I could only think of 

the courage I needed to speak up. How could I argue staying here alone at 

seventeen years old?  Sharing how I truly felt now, before it was too late, was 

vital to the conquer of my dreams. Would I speak up or would I forever hold 

my peace? 

 

Over the years, I came across many opportunities to explore my new found 

courage. It led me to believing with more capacity, quickly growing my 

beliefs into desire. Each day brought new opportunities and propelled me 

closer to seeing the full effects of the “light”. I had just finally arrived here, at 

the other side, after years of searching through the darkness. I had just started 

to learn how to navigate my way through the unknown and begun to 

overcome the very first signs of fear. How could I go back to a bitter fear 

when I have tasted the sweetness of courage?  

 

A decision had to be made as my mother’s time here seemed to be 

approaching an end. The closer we approached her departure date, the worst 

I felt. I needed to decide whether to break her heart to save mine or give up, 

returning to the start line. Every possible doubt was flaring up into vibrant 

thoughts now, as if I was living them. I wanted nothing more than to push 

every fearful memory out; slowly the doubts were paralyzing my ability to 
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see clearly. That’s when my vision became clear. Fear wasn’t my dream. I 

stood up taller than I ever have before and I spoke up, firmly.  

 

“But mama?” 

 

At first, bringing awareness to what only I could control, didn’t present itself 

as a solution to my ever ending challenge.  Unfortunately, pain would 

continue to be induced by fear of solitude; building up more doubt with 

every word thrown at me by my mother. Her intentions were never to hurt 

me; she was never once loud or mean. She made me however feel 

threatened, as she worked tirelessly to make me feel insecure. While bricks 

were thrown directly aimed towards my faith, my reaction was to recognize 

fear as a feeling, not as my reality.  

 

To this very day, I am grateful for that given moment. It was one of the very 

defining moments in which I recognized fear as an opportunity. A master at 

taking over all hope as allowed by the individual who gives it power, fear is 

one of the strongest feelings shared amongst society today. Fear paralyses 

ones dream into a box called life. I wasn’t about to let fear lock me in a box. 

 

It was the night before my family’s departure to Brazil. With my eyes full of 

tears, I resisted the urge to tag along. Over and over again, I told myself my 
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fears were living only in my mind. I could choose to control them; their 

power over me disappear slowly as I replace every ounce of fear with a 

pound of faith. If I had a shot to make a courageous decision, changing the 

course of my life forever, I would need to believe I could do anything I put 

my mind to. Fear had no place in my heart.  

 

I had come here seeking freedom in search of self, in search of knowledge 

and in search of answers. I was not about to be forced to leave without any of 

them.   

 

The spark of desire is what I felt that day; I gained the courage to speak up. 

Desire burned up in me, at that very moment I was pressed to make a 

decision. This burning desire to write my very own story kept on pulling me 

in the direction of having a major breakthrough, yet I had little to none of the 

resources I would need at hand to have a good start.  

 

Would she give me her blessing to stay?  

 

I finally continued. “I know it’s late to speak up mama, but I must. Our plan 

was three years’ mama not one. I have just begun to communicate in English 

in school and my teachers even said that I” … 
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My mom shouted. “No. You are going home with us. Why haven’t you 

started packing your bags? We are leaving tomorrow. You are only 17 years 

old and if you think staying here alone is an option, you are mistaken. I’m 

sorry.” 

 

The darkness of the unknown was about to become my deepest of realities. If 

I were to stay, I would be left here alone; without my parent’s support and 

against their will. This was far from an appropriate start, but could I turn back 

around?  

 

I travelled so far because I had decided to embrace in search of my own 

light. I saw nothing more but the desire to feel the security which would 

come from seeing a blank page ahead.  My future was yet to be written and it 

was up to me to define the next pages of my own chapter. Inside, I was 

finding the path towards my courage. Why would I turn around? 

 

I believed with every ounce of me in the certainty I embodied at that 

moment, empowering me to have unveiling conviction towards my dreams. I 

was convinced that I would choose wisely in the creation of my own calling. 

I had a choice to free myself. By recalling all the reasons I stood tall, I spoke 

once again. A decision had to be made now; there was no more time to let 

my mind wander in the world of what ifs. 
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I chose to stay.  

 

Watching my mom take off to Brazil left my heart broken. Wiping the tears 

off of my face, my vision slowly became clearer.  

 

The odds were against me in so many ways. I had less than $100 in my bank 

account. I had no place to sleep for long, so it was a priority to locate a place 

to stay while I secured any job I could find. Speaking little to no English 

limited my options, in more ways than I could count. I couldn’t be a waitress 

or hostess yet; I wouldn’t have been able to communicate properly. Any job 

related to customer service required more knowledge and courage to speak 

than I was comfortable with, so what job could I perform now?  

 

$$$$ I landed my very first job at Stop & Shop in Dennis, MA. It was located 

right off of the highway in a great local shopping market called Patriot’s 

Square. I got paid $8 an hour to perform not so challenging tasks. I bagged 

groceries and also lined up all the items on the shelves perfectly; a practice 

known as “facing” most of the day. With my super hyper personality, I knew 

taking this job may have bored me to death, however my tasks allowed me to 

listen to the cashiers after my tasks were completed at the end of the day. 

Shadowing their every move gave me all I needed; the words, the tonality, 
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the numbers and how they were pronounced, even the names of every item 

in the grocery store and where they are located. This was my journey to 

deepening my understanding of the English language.  

 

I would build on conversations as my confidence grew. I knew eventually I 

would move on up to cashier and get paid more money for my time. Four 

months later, that goal was achieved. My days couldn’t pass by any faster. I 

loved entertaining our shoppers and hoped to make each one smile a little 

more that day. I would have worked more hours if I could, however I was 

limited to 30 hours. There is a large demand for jobs in the summer months 

and that’s just about when I needed a job. I took every hour they had to give. 

 

In need of more money to sustain any education I could afford, I had to 

adjust my living arrangements. Originally, I had found an adorable bedroom 

in Yarmouth, located in the lower level of the home for only $400 a month. I 

met with a nice old lady whose name I don’t recall. After our “interview”, I 

discovered to rent the room, I would need the month’s rent up front.  

Unfortunately, to my misfortune, $400 up front wasn’t an option for me. 

Luckily, my landlord was also from Brazil. I could say what I wanted and 

there was no misinterpretation getting in the way. After having some tea and 

sharing my most recent decision to stay, she agreed to give me the room for 

$100 a week.  
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With just about that in my bank account at the time, I agreed to rent the room 

as long as I could eat there for the first week, giving me just enough time to 

get a few jobs. She agreed, as long as I bought food for us the following 

week. We had a deal. Next day, I woke up in the land of freedom. I knew I 

was just about to start writing my own story. So what would it be? What 

words would it contain? Would I be inspired upon reading it? It was time to 

find out. 

 

 I came to discover I wasn’t the only person renting a room, I had three other 

roommates who were all after the same thing: The American Dream.  

 

Upon evaluation of my financial status, I knew something had to change. 

Working only 28 hours a week and paying $400 just to sleep didn’t leave 

money left to invest in furthering my education. I needed to lessen expenses 

and make more money. 

 

I begun to apply to almost every job that had an opening. As I interviewed for 

different positions, I found cleaning houses and babysitting paid the most 

money in the shortest amount of time. There were also a whole lot of 

opportunities as the supply seemed shorter than the demand. 
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It was now summer of 2003. I had graduated from Dennis-Yarmouth 

Regional High School only a few weeks ago and I wanted nothing more than 

to stack up as much money as I could make to afford the downfalls of the 

upcoming winter. I had noticed how many businesses shut down in the cold 

months here on the Cape and without any support, planning became an 

essential skill I had to master. Like a city is alive in the evening hours, Cape 

Cod is an entire island made of small beach towns lit up with life in the 

summer months. In the winter it seems as if 90% of all life leaves the island. 

The birds fly south in search of warm weather and so does everyone else. 

Jobs all year round were difficult to find so I sought after a solid back up plan. 

Coming out of high school, I had more time to make money. It was time to 

fill every hour I had open on my calendar.  

 

My summer seemed to fly by that year. I explored the beauty of Cape Cod’s 

quaint villages and got to learn so much about their history. Babysitting 

allowed me to have a lot of time to focus on my own personal growth while 

cleaning paid more money. I figured I would get a little of both in my 

calendar and balance out my week to feature time to grow and time getting 

paid the most money for my time. While going after as many babysitting and 

cleaning jobs as my schedule would allow, I deepened my own 

understanding of the worth a dollar has to anyone who works tirelessly to 

earn it. For the love or for survival purposes, I continued to write my story.  
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I begun to babysit for a family in Chatham. The arrangement was ideal 

because I would babysit a 7-month old boy at their beautiful home on the 

lake, 5 days a week FROM 9-5. My job babysitting overnight begun at 7pm, 

so it was perfect for me. This is how I added up enough money in savings to 

start going to college. 

 

At Cape Cod Community College, there are several programs which drew in 

my interest. Looking for a path to follow, at $400-$600 a course I could 

afford two, possibly three courses in the upcoming fall. I was like a captain of 

a ship on a treasure hunt, looking for the most gold. In my case, I hunted it in 

each book that I got an opportunity to study. I begun to take English I, a 

Photoshop Program and then later, I attended English II. I also signed up for 

the medical interpreter program and 9 months later earned my certificate.  

 

As a medical interpreter I could make more money while practicing the 

language I so deeply wanted to master. I wanted to pursue my path in the 

medical field for many reasons, however the most important one to me was 

to have a daily opportunity to make a difference. I signed up in the summer 

to become a medical assistant in the following fall.  All while babysitting, I 

pursued a career I thought would fulfill my financial needs. I was soon to 

discover I was nothing but mistaken.  
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The time had come for me to begin a fresh new week. Over the years 

growing up, I trained myself to leave the worries of the past occurrences 

where they belonged; in the past. A new week always presented itself as an 

opportunity to me. I had an opportunity to have a shot at being better. We 

often say experience leads to knowledge so may I ask: what bridges 

experience to knowledge?   

 

In my very own creation, I witnessed the message contained in a simple 

thought; a statement made in two little words which can ultimately impact 

whether you leave behind a legacy, or leave behind your dream. Two words 

more powerful than anyone can imagine, until experience meets knowledge 

in the essence of I AM. The choice is ours to finish the sentence. We have the 

sole ability to control the words that come after I AM.  

 

With my past filled with messages sourced from the ego, I learned to listen to 

the wrong voice. I had no control most of my life because my ego controlled 

me. I look back now wondering how much more room I have left to grow, 

when in that memory I believed to be at my best. At this very moment, 

excitement fills my spirit knowing I will look back to this day and feel the 

same way. 
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The truth I have discovered is that my pride drove me places I never wanted 

to go. Only experience lead me to do something I had never done before, 

and doing lead me to you. 

 

The story here begins with another decision that has had the power to make 

me or break me ever since I came to realize I had the power in the first place. 

The words I chose to fill in the sentences were key to my very existence 

today. Every step of the way through struggle, doubt and despair, my words 

to myself became a song to my ears as if hearing for the very first time.  

 

I AM love. I AM life. I AM brave. I AM strong, I AM able to choose wisely, I 

AM my very best each day.  

 

Each day we have an opportunity to experience living in a world made of 

unexpected failures; what we take away from all that is presented to us, is 

what matters most. What we may have not known before will cost us and as 

long as we choose wisely, knowing leads to wisdom. Thus, our next turn has 

a higher probability of being the right one.   

 

As we walk uphill on the road to success, what many of us may not yet 

realize is that the answers we seek are in the present moment; the truth we 

desire to know stares us in the face every time we look into the mirror. The 
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“knowing” exists within each of us. All we must do is inquire at the right 

place and at the right time; our mind shall be silenced just long enough to 

hear the answers we are ready to receive. In my sole opinion, what bridges 

experience to knowledge is to listen within.  

 

Experience. Listen. Know. 

 

To get my week off in the right track, I begin with a walk or a meditation. My 

intuition kicks into high gear after I give myself time to quiet down all the 

noises I hear. I felt as if a special day would soon present itself to me. What 

would I encounter that had me feeling so hyped? I was about to find out! 

 

As I drove to babysit for the family in Chatham, I listened to my jam 

Everywhere by Michelle Branch. I absolutely loved her music. I would often 

put on the same CD to quiet down the baby’s perceptive of the environment, 

which happened almost every time I played tunes from Brazil with a soft 

Bossa Nova style music. It would work like a charm whenever I needed to 

put the baby down for his nap.  

 

It may very well be my upbringing, or just what I call common sense but I 

often relate any situation I come across to my very own reaction of the 

opposite in return. If I were to pay someone per hour to watch over a baby, 
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would I want to have that person get paid to sit while the baby took a nap? In 

my world of common sense, the answer was no. 

 

While the baby would sleep, I would clean the house. The owners always 

gave me nice tips, because she wanted to reward me for thinking outside the 

box and making sure the main areas of the house were sparkling before they 

returned.  While cleaning the kitchen that day, I came across a $38,000 

check. The word Realty flashed by my eyes like the lights flash brightly in 

times Square, calling every ounce of attention I had in me towards the 

amount of one check that summed what I earned in two years alone. 

 

Like a road ending with only one turn, I had only one path to follow. Destiny 

could adjust my path; only fate could have spoken at this exact time, while 

my ears found themselves open. The dream of making such an impact once I 

had this much available to me gave me all the courage needed to shift all 

focus away from what I had conquered in the past 9 months into what I 

could accomplish in the next nine. Such occurrence not only shifted my 

focus. It shifted my future. 

  

Looking back today, I hadn’t yet defined my reasons for wanting to write my 

own book. I wasn’t sure of the story it would tell. I knew nothing in regards to 

its influence and it didn’t matter whether the message was right or wrong as 
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long as I applied my passion towards fulfilling it. This was my life to live.  

 

I remember having a powerful thought, one that takes complete hold of you 

in the very moment you are about to make a decision that can impact the rest 

of your life. I didn’t know what wanted but knew what I didn’t want. I didn’t 

want someone to write my book and ask me to sign it, claiming it as my own. 

I hadn’t yet learned how to leverage my feelings into actions towards what I 

really wanted however I did know that leveraging negativity, fed by living a 

life I wasn’t passionate about, would only present much more pain in the 

long run. I refused to return to a world in which I no longer held the pen to 

write the story of my life. About to turn 18 in a few days, I had no direction 

for where I would end up next.  

 

In order to leverage what I could control, my focus and drive became tools I 

utilized with each decision at hand. At the time, I knew applying action 

towards what I loved would attract the energy I so much needed to succeed; 

surviving the very first challenges of having no leverage. 

 

My burning desire to learn English and grow into my own being coupled with 

my passion to sing every song knowing its meaning, I always found a way to 

justify reasons to excite me, pursuing more while pushing past my fears in 

reach of the beyond. Every time I would need a dose of belief, I would focus 
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on my progress and it would give me the steam to carry on a little further. I 

had chosen to stay and now it was my turn to conquer my dreams. After all, 

here I was alone and free in the land of opportunity! 

 

Thirteen years ago, I made the toughest of decisions I had faced in my life up 

until that moment when choosing to stay here alone.  This decision has 

leveraged the rest of my decisions simply by molding my future from the 

pieces I laid out in my past. I stayed here to pursue an impossible dream; I 

believed in it no matter how far it may have seemed from reality. It took years 

to master my own laws of leverage in order to make that impossible dream 

come true.  

 

Giving credit where its due, I acknowledge the fact that one single decision 

to stay had an impact that leveraged many opportunities throughout the 

course of my life. As I grow towards leveraging my DREAM business, I have 

learned the impact self-discovery can have and how the rewards can be 

much more substantial when properly defined. 

 

Discovering what leverage meant to me and how mastering it would lead to 

accomplishing everything I wanted required continuous action and countless 

falls. I remained here, hungry, driven and focused on the one factor that 

empowered every decision I had to make to keep failing, each step falling 
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one step closer to discovery. 

 

One lesson I learned from my own past is that failure is progress. Each step 

aimed towards the right direction led me to conquer my mission. Each 

misstep, lead to wisdom so I could better define where to look for a clearer 

path next time around. The progress in itself was the step. With every 

challenge I conquered came discovery of self.  

 

My passion lived in its most true form when applied purposefully to discover 

the very best I could be. My daily commitment became to turn everything I 

touched into gold. After all is said and done, it comes down to one thing: 

what we define as “gold”.  

 

To me at that very moment, leverage was to be defined by hope, by 

collaboration, by faith and by perseverance. Not by applying the law that is 

easiest to duplicate. To my family it made no sense for me to take the wrong 

turn, running away from the fast lane leading to the gold mine they had 

already laid out for me. Everyone had followed the same path, so why would 

I be the one to lead a new one? In their eyes I didn’t have the leverage 

needed to stay here alone building my very own American dream. They were 

half right.  

I didn’t have any external leverage. Inside, I had this burning desire 
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screaming to break free. The time had come for me to finally listen. All the 

leverage I needed to get started was there all along. 

 

Proving that external leverage occurs naturally became a driving force to 

keep my eyes on the target. I knew as long as I believed in myself and 

allowed the lessons to present themselves as wisdom, external leverage was 

much closer than my parents may have imagined. If you embody leverage 

internally, the door to a limitless world of possibilities presents itself to you.  

All I needed was to take purposeful action steps towards embracing my 

dream and there was no one stopping me from doing just that.  

 

Here and now, I am sincerely grateful for knowing what I needed to know at 

the time and having the courage to listen to my voice. Great fortitude 

allowed me to make a decision that would impact how I utilized leverage for 

the rest of my life. I have been very blessed to discover opportunity in every 

struggle and to find my passion is in connecting the dots to reveal an 

unstoppable outcome for all.  

 

Remember, if you are to take away anything during our time together, take 

away with you that pain will never be stopped by avoidance. Pain will not be 

given unless received. Most importantly, it will never stop you from 

accomplishing your dreams unless your dreams aren’t big enough to 
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overcome whatever pain may arise along the way.  

 

By applying full focus on what you want, there is no pain than can come 

close to the rewards you envision. I intend to reveal some of my deepest 

feelings towards how the individual capability to utilize leverage and its laws 

will define one’s capacity to expand in all aspects of life. 

 

In the end, we have to choose. I chose to leverage my power within. Will 

you?        

 

Chapter 2 – The Leverage Effect 

 
"A	breakthrough	is	a	moment	in	time	when	the	impossible	becomes	possible"	

	
Tony	Robbins 


